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Test of Significant Difference between 2011–2013 and 2014–2016 Project 

Ratings 

 

Given the volatility observed in the success ratings of projects from 2014-2016, statistical tests 

were conducted to assess whether these mean ratings are statistically different from the mean ratings 

of projects from 2011-2013. Using the weighted average score of completed projects from their 

relevance, effectiveness, efficiency and sustainability ratings, two t-tests were done. The first t-test 

assumes equal variances in the scores while the second assumes unequal variances. The results are as 

follows: 

 

1. t-test 1, assuming equal variances between the two projects: 

 

Two-sample t test with equal variances 

 

Group Observation Mean Standard 

Error 

Standard 

Deviation 

[95% Confidence  

Interval] 

1 183 1.704918     .0374415     .5064994     1.631043     1.778793 

2 141 1.840859     .0365033     .4334525      1.76869     1.913028 

combined 324 1.764077      .026675     .4801498     1.711599     1.816556 

diff              -.1359408     .0533523                 -.2409039    -.0309778 

 

diff = mean (1) - mean (2) 

  

t = -2.548 

Ho: diff = 0 

   

degrees of freedom = 322 

         Ha: diff  < 0  Ha: diff ! = 0 Ha: diff > 0 

 Pr(T < t)  = 0.0056  Pr(|T| > |t|)  = 0  Pr(T > t) = 0.9944 

 

 

2. t-test 2, assuming unequal variances between the two periods 

 

Two-sample t test with unequal variances 

 

Group Observation Mean Standard 

Error 

Standard 

Deviation 

[95% Confidence  

Interval] 

1 183 1.704918 .0374415 .5064994 1.631043 1.778793 

2 141 1.840859     .0365033     .4334525      1.76869     1.913028 

combined 324 1.764077      .026675     .4801498     1.711599     1.816556 

diff              -.1359408     .0522911                 -.2388205    -.0330612 

 

diff = mean (1) - mean (2) 

  

t = -2.5997 

Ho: diff = 0 Satterthwaite's degrees of freedom = 318.424 

         Ha: diff  < 0  Ha: diff ! = 0 Ha: diff > 0 

 Pr(T < t)  = 0.0049           Pr(|T| > |t|)  = 0.0098            Pr(T > t) = 0.9951 

 

The p-values of both tests are less than the alpha value (.05). This means that the difference 

between the mean scores between the two periods (2011-2013 vs 2014-2016) is not significantly 

different from zero. Therefore, there is a difference in the performance in the 2 periods.  


